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Maya Springs. 103 acres. Outskirts of San Antonio, Cayo District. 

Belize.  US$197,000 

Maya Springs is a 103-acre property situated in the Cayo District of Belize. Located on the outskirts of the 

village of San Antonio, the property enjoys ¾ of a mile of frontage on a paved road. The property may be 

equipped with municipal power and water, providing numerous options. It is approximately nine miles 

from San Ignacio, the capital of the Cayo District. 

The property was purchased by the current owner in 1997. At that time the property was approximately 

one half rainforest and half pasture land. In 1997, the owner planted hardwood trees on the pasture land, 

which have since matured. The property is currently heavily forested throughout and includes one spring 

that flows year-round and two ponds that are full during the rainy season.  

Directly across the street from the property is Pacbitun, a Mayan ruin of significance. It neighbors the 

Mariposa Lodge. The 103-acres are populated by undulating, forested hills. Whether the new owner 

desires a private estate or to construct a boutique rainforest lodge, the options are both varied and 

exciting. 
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The property sits approximately one mile east of the village of San Antonio on the road between San 

Antonio and the junction leading into the Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve. Maya Springs is 

approximately nine miles from San Ignacio. The property is near the Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve, 

and approximately 40 miles from Caracol, the largest Mayan complex in Belize.  Most Maya Springs’ 

closest neighbors, are ex pats from around the world.  
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The beautiful natural setting of the Cayo District of Belize is the center of Belizean ecotourism and all the 

activities associated with tourism of every kind. Maya Springs is in close proximity to the Rio On Pools and 

Rio Frio Cave and numerous rivers and waterfalls, as well as tourist lodges such as Blancaneaux.  In 

addition the natural beauty of Maya Springs, its proximity relative to the municipalities such as San 

Antonio and San Ignacio provide access to supplies and amenities not possible in more remote areas.  
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Maya Springs is named for the artesian spring that feeds a pond on the property. The spring produces 

water year-round and the pond retains water throughout the dry season. There are two additional ponds 

on the property that hold water during the rainy season. The property’s ¾ mile of road frontage gives way 

to forested, undulating hills. The topography of the property is mountainous us some places, flat in others.  

There is a Mayan mound located on the property. Approximately half of the property was cultivated with 

hardwood trees in 1997. These trees have matured and the property is covered by a hardwood forest. 
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There exist four main visions for the property. The prospective owner may purchase the property for the 

purposes of building a private estate, creating a boutique rainforest lodge, building a hybrid estate 

featuring a residence and a lodge on the property, or as an investment-backed real estate development. 

In either of these scenarios, the property and its surroundings provide ample resources and numerous 

advantages. These include: 

1. The property may be equipped with municipal power and water. Regardless of the ultimate use 

of the property, this capacity (which is not available in more remote areas of the country) makes 

life much easier and much cheaper. Without municipal power and water, the property owner 

would need to install solar power equipment or outfit the property with generators, or a 

combination. In either case, this requires an investment of thousands of dollars in installation and 
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maintenance. The location of Maya Springs and the availability of municipal power and water 

combine the benefits of living both on and off the grid, at the same time. 

2. 103-acres provides an ideal, spacious canvas. The property is large (the Mariposa Lodge by 

comparison is approximately 30-acres). The size and layout of the property endows ample 

opportunity to build and or create your vision. As the property is covered in forest, the aspects of 

the land that are not cleared for construction of this vision need not be maintained or 

landscaped—as would a field or orchard. The estate or lodge created by the owner would, rather, 

be surrounded by rainforest that is not only beautiful, but valuable and easy to maintain in its 

natural state-- trees such as mahogany, cedar, and lime grow at Maya Springs without any effort 

or investment.  

3. Value of the investment is largely protected. The prospective owner of Maya Springs purchases 

a large tract of natural landscape in a politically, economically stable country that is home to an 

established, growing ecotourism sector. The value of the investment stands to increase with 

either regional growth of tourism infrastructure or improvements made to the property. 

4. Proximity to tourist attractions and access to skilled, inexpensive labor. The Cayo District is home 

to numerous, established ecotourism activities. Thousands of tourists from around the world 

travel to the area to visit, explore, and spend money. The road in front of Maya Springs leads to 

Caracol, the largest Mayan complex in Belize. Just as the landscape provides the blueprint for 

revenue generation, Belize is also home to a skilled, relatively inexpensive workforce. Not only 

are skilled carpenters and laborers abundant and inexpensive, wood and lumber are also 

abundant and comparatively inexpensive.  
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5. Access to supplies, amenities, and medical care. On the one hand the property is surrounded by 

rugged, natural beauty. On the other, it is located nine miles from San Ignacio. The proximity of 

San Ignacio provides stable, reliable access to provisions—even a Belikin beer distributorship, 

medical care, and a variety of service businesses (from mechanics and construction to septic 

services). This is a critical consideration for any future use. All of the photos from the graphic 

above were taken in San Ignacio.  

Private Estate— Maya Springs could provide the setting for an incredible rainforest estate. The 

possibilities are too numerous to elaborate.  
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Boutique Rainforest Lodge—Given the size and layout of the property, an intriguing vision for a 

lodge would be a series of individual cabins connected via a network of trails through the forest. 

Perhaps a central reception area, restaurant, bar and pool could be the focal point of the resort, 

situated at the nexus of the trails. Then again, the variations for the design and layout of such a 

resort are only limited by the imagination of the prospective buyer. One vision for a lodge operation 

sits immediately adjacent to the property: the Mariposa Lodge (https://mariposajunglelodge.com/). 

 

Hybrid Lodge with Private Estate—The size of the property could afford the ability to create a 

private, personal estate for the owner and his family and a lodge. This scenario provides both 
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economic and tax benefits. Imagine inviting your family and friends to visit your rainforest estate. If 

they stay too long, simply escort them to the resort. 

Investment-backed real estate development—Creation of a lodge on the property may increase the 

value of the surrounding land. The new owner could then subdivide the remaining land and sell 

homes, condos or other small estates. This option could produce significant revenue, both in the form 

of land sales and also in future HOA fees paid by those who purchase residences. This option would 

require further investigation, with the help of Belizean legal counsel.  

 

This report provides an introduction to the property. All photos were taken on the property or in the 

surrounding areas on location in January 2016. Maya Springs is an interesting place. If it might be for 

you, give me a call. I’d love to speak with you. 

 

 

 

Web address: http://www.starkfishllc.com/maya-springs-belize 

Phone: 001.216.375.9432 

Email: Estark@Starkfishllc.com  
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